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My Sweet Revenge
50+ killer cakes, cookies, and candies for your exes and
enemies. Dumped by your beefcake boyfriend? BFF steal
your one-and-only? Lab partner a more-than-periodic noshow? Don’t take these battles online. (Seriously, don’t do
that, okay?). Get out your heaviest rolling pins, sharpest
cleavers, and most blistering torches, and kill your enemies
and exes . . . with kindness. That’s right – bake that loser
ex a pan of Go Fudge Yourself. Gift your former friend a
You’re the Devil Cake. And give that annoying admirer a
Donut Call Me Again. Let them taste your over-them
happiness and see what comes next . . . Pastry chef and
tattoo artist Heather Kim serves up sinfully delicious
recipes and bittersweet advice.
England, 1813: Lady Arianna Hadley acts the part of a
French chef in one of London's aristocratic households to
find her father's murderer. But when the Prince Regent
falls ill after consuming Arianna's special chocolate
dessert, she finds herself at the center of a scandal. It soon
becomes clear that someone is looking to plunge England
into chaos-and Arianna to the bottom of the Thames...
A woman discovers that she’s sleeping with the enemy in a
two-novel story of longing, betrayal, and insatiable desire
from bestselling author Claire Kent. This ebook bundle
includes both Sweet the Sin and Darker the Release, hailed
by Library Journal as “hot and steamy, full of complex
characters, with a dash of suspense and a surprise thrown
in for good measure.” Portrait artist Kelly Watson keeps
her relationships simple and steamy, with no strings
attached. She’s had a hard time trusting other people since
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she was a child, when her father was murdered for trying
to blow the whistle on corporate corruption. Nearly twenty
years later, Kelly finds herself in the arms of a seductive
stranger—the very same man who may have ordered her
father’s death. And even as she plays him, using hot sex as
a means to revenge, Kelly is tormented by one question: Is
she committing the ultimate betrayal? Caleb Marshall has
spent decades forging a high-powered career, rejecting
intimacy for the convenience of fast women and cheap
thrills. But Kelly intrigues him, pushing commitment
buttons he didn’t know he had. Still, something is wrong.
Despite their physical and emotional chemistry, Caleb feels
the fear inside of her. Now the only way to keep her safe is
coming clean, before secrets and lies destroy their
connection—no matter how deep, intense, and addictive it
may be. Sweet Revenge is intended for mature audiences.
This ebook also includes an excerpt from Claire Kent’s
Taking It Off, starring a mouthwatering male stripper who
knows what it really means to bare everything.
The sweetest revenge? Getting back at my cheating
boyfriend by sleeping with his DAD. Dakota: Some people
say it’s sick and twisted, but I’m a sassy woman who
doesn’t take humiliation well. Sure, Eddie and I were
going through a rough patch in our relationship but that
doesn’t mean he had to hook up with my mom! Yep, you
heard that right. I caught my boyfriend and my mother in
bed together, but don’t worry … I always get the last laugh.
Jack: Dakota’s a feisty woman and I’ve noticed her ever
since my son Eddie brought her home that first night. To
say she’s out of Eddie’s league would be an
understatement. But after the unthinkable happens,
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Dakota approaches me with a sexy idea: her body as a
form of revenge. What she doesn’t realize is that I want
more than those luscious curves. I want a baby with the
sassy girl, and I won’t stop until she’s round and heavy
with my child! Hey Readers – We love heroines who go
after what they want, and Dakota is no exception. She’s
humiliated in the worst way possible, but unfortunately (or
fortunately in this case) revenge never turns out the way
you expect. After all, bad boys can’t be tamed because in
the end, there’s only submission in the circle of their
strong arms. Get ready for a tale of steamy action, in
addition to incredible twists and turns that will blow your
mind! No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an HEA for
my readers. This book will be one of your favorites, I
promise! Xoxo, Cassie
A Lady Arianna Regency Mystery
Cream Puff Murder
My Sweet Revenge
Notorious

A virgin librarian with hot-chick potential, the
conflicts in her story won't let you put the book
down. Be prepared for an all-nighter...She
watches the mob kill her twin and is too frozen
with fear to stop them. How can she live with that
cowardice eating away at her self-respect?
Revenge claws at her sheltered existence until
she can't breathe. Though she's naïve, she isn't
stupid. When she finds a stash of loot in her
brother's gym locker, she has the means. Now all
she needs is the guts to make every one of those
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low-life gang members pay. People might think
detectives are hard-assed cops with no home
life, but Trace McGuire has a dying mom he
loves fiercely. Already stressed over his
personal problems, he takes a bullet for a virgin
beauty hiding while mobsters shoot her brother.
This chick draws out every protective instinct he
thought had disintegrated over years on the job,
and he becomes invested - in her hot body, her
plans for retaliation, and her fighting spirit.
Helpless, he watches her enter the seedy
underworld that'll eat her alive.Then he sees her
fight.And wonders if they'll survive her. Book #1 RetaliationCass won't rest until her brother's
murderers are jailed or dead. She goes after
them one at a time with no intention of stopping
until she has her revenge. Detective McGuire
takes a bullet for her. Now the annoying man
believes she's his responsibility and wants to
stop her, protect her... control her. Book #2 JusticeWhen she continues to dig for
information on who killed her brother, Cassi's life
becomes fraught with danger. Between
bartending in a sleazy joint, getting into fights
with hookers and trying to scare off her stalker,
she never seems to get any time to just be a girl
in love. Book #3 - ResolutionSince her brother
Raoul's murder at the hands of his own gang
members, revenge has driven Cass to find
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answers. Money, hidden by Raoul, is funding her
quest. And tenacity born of hate fuels the
relentless need to make those killers pay. Book
#4 - EndingsCassi's a fighter who won't stop
until she gets justice for her murdered brother.
Once she's faced with the ultimate cost, will she
be able to see it through? And can she live with
herself if she doesn't? Book #5 - FaithFaith's
always tried to be a good person. From the
beginning, everything was against her. A sick
mother forced her into a world of drugs and
sexual dysfunction that she couldn't overcome.
Until she lost the man she loved and found a
baby who filled her heart.Book #6 -LeniLeni
believes her mother didn't come back for her
because she'd died. Wrong! Blackmail finally
forces the woman out of the shadows. On top of
these stresses, Leni learns the name of her
cousin's killer. Payback is her only option.
Payback is a bitch and her name is Kali Sweet...
I’m Kali Sweet, the best damn vengeance demon
on Earth. I work for the supernatural world’s
Justice Department and protect innocent
humans from otherworldly creatures like me.
While I can’t take revenge for myself, I make
sure justice is done for others. But when my
latest run-in with Chicago’s vampire king
backfires, the fallout leaves me with three big
problems: a powerful Undead enemy who wants
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my head, my boss looking over my shoulder, and
three personal blood slaves jeopardizing my
reputation. One of those slaves happens to be
sexy rock star Radison Beaumont – the halfhuman, half-chaos demon who left me at the
altar three hundred years ago. Even if he does
need my blood now to survive, Rad and I will
always be enemies. = Especially since he’s
joined an ancient society of demon killers—and
I’m the number one demon on their most wanted
list.
Celia, hurt by her parents' separation, the loss of
her friend, and a classmate's cruelty, has only
her poetry for solace until Drake Berlin befriends
her, comes out to her, and seeks her help in
connecting with the boy he left behind.
Fifty years after its first publication, the
multimillion-copy international bestseller is
available again in English, sharing the
heartbreaking tale of a gifted, mischievous,
direly misunderstood boy growing up in Rio de
Janeiro. When Zezé grows up, he wants to be a
poet in a bow tie. For now the precocious young
boy entertains himself by playing clever pranks
on the residents of his Rio de Janeiro
neighborhood, stunts for which his parents and
siblings punish him severely. Lately, with his
father out of work, the beatings have become
harsher. Zezé’s only solace comes from his time
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at school, his hours secretly spent singing with a
street musician, and the refuge he finds with his
precious magical orange tree. When Zezé finally
makes a real friend, his life begins to change,
opening him up to human tenderness but also
wrenching sorrow. Never out of print in Brazil
since it was first published in 1968, My Sweet
Orange Tree, inspired by the author’s own
childhood, has been translated into many
languages and has won the hearts of millions of
young readers across the globe.
Jemima J.
Eva's Sweet Revenge
Bitchcraft
Son pire cauchemar... dort dans la pi ce d’
c t ! Quand Megan re oit un appel de la
c l bre Carrie Turner, elle est aux anges. Cr er
LA tenue parfaite pour une telle entrepreneuse est
une opportunit qui ne se refuse pas ! Mais elle
comporte une condition : Megan doit emm nager
chez sa cliente pendant deux semaines. Bon, a ne
doit pas tre si terrible, si ?... Sauf quand Megan
se retrouve nez
nez avec l’homme qui a fait
d’elle le souffre-douleur du lyc e ! Clark Forster
est pourtant bel et bien l , accompagn de son
r giment de tablettes de chocolat, ses cheveux en
bataille et son torse muscl . Embauch en tant
que coach sportif de Carrie, il dort dans la chambre
juste
c t de la sienne... Une vengeance, vous
dites ? C’est le plan. Pourtant, apr s avoir vers
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du poivre dans son smoothie, d cousu son short
de sport et gliss quelques gouttes de colorant
dans son shampooing, les deux colocataires se
rapprochent... Malgr les moqueries et
humiliations du pass , Clark restera-t-il un
ennemi, ou deviendra-t-il un amant ? A propos de
l'auteur Sophie Hamaud a toujours aim cr er ses
propres histoires, celles o le happy end est de
rigueur ! Ses tudes scientifiques et son m tier
d’ing nieure ne l’ont pas loign e de sa passion.
Encore aujourd’hui, elle passe ses journ es
jouer avec les chiffres avant de retrouver ses
romans
la nuit tomb e.
THE TANTALISING AND UNPUTDOWNABLE
NO. 1 BESTSELLER FROM THE AUTHOR OF
TELL ME A SECRET I want to make my husband
fall back in love with me - so I can shatter his
heart. I want it to hurt. Paula has had Robert's back
since they got together as drama students. She
gave up her dreams so he could make it, now he's
one of the nation's most popular actors. But Paula's
just discovered he's having an affair. Now, she's
going to break his heart like he broke hers. It will
be her greatest acting role ever. Revenge is sweet
. . . Isn't it? 'Compulsively readable. Sent icy
shivers down my spine. I loved it' Daily Mail 'A
delightfully acerbic and entertaining revenge
fantasy. Will keep your riveted' Sunday Mirror 'A
deliciously devious plot. A darkly comic and
addictive read' Daily Express 'The twists and turn
will totally hook you' Closer 'A romp-along tale of
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infidelity, manipulation and getting even. Very
pleasing' Good Housekeeping 'You can always rely
on Jane Fallon for a well-crafted, dryly funny, justone-more-chapter-before-I-turn-out-the-light read.
My Sweet Revenge ticks all those boxes' Red
Palmerston North, New ZealandIt's summer 1985,
the school year is almost over, and Katie is deeply
in the closet. The last thing she wants is to become
a target for bullies.When a group of popular girls
invite her to hang out, she finally has a chance to
be part of the in-crowd. Her excitement quickly
turns to fear, and she barely escapes their trap. It's
the last time she'll ever be so naive. Haunted by
that day, Katie shuts herself away, dreaming of
payback. When fantastical thoughts turn to reality,
vengeance is bitter sweet. Convinced she's not a
good person, Katie resigns herself to a life alone.
But fate has other plans. When she crosses paths
with an outgoing redhead, she's forced to reexamine the walls she's built around her heart.
Series Description: Miley Stewart looks like a
regular girl-next-door, but when the lights go
down, Miley is teen pop sensation Hannah
Montana! Off stage, Miley wants her life to be as
normal as possible, so only a few people know the
truth about her dual identity. But keeping that
secret is harder than Miley ever thought it would
be. Book #11: Sweet Revenge Miley’s rivals,
Amber and Ashley, have perfected the art of mean.
When their annual Cool List comes out, Miley and
her best bud Lilly are dead last. Ultimate
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humiliation! Then Amber lands a spot on the TV
show Singing with the Stars. The guest celebrity is
none other than Hannah Montana, a.k.a. Miley
Stewart. She sees a sweet opportunity to get back
at Amber. But will Miley discover that fighting fire
with fire could send her down in flames? Plus,
when the new school bully won’t stop picking on
Miley, Hannah Montana’s bodyguard goes
undercover as a Seaview student!
Bitter Sweet Revenge
Her Sweetest Revenge 3
The Sweetest Revenge
A Nemesis Unlimited Novel
Loyalty. Bravery. Honor.Three words the men of
the Sinners MC live by.Three virtues they have
sworn to defend.No matter what the cost.Meet
the intense and sexy men of the Sinners MC in
Maggie and Gunner's story where revenge isn't
the only sweet victory.He shouldn't want
her.Maggie O'Brien has the ability to destroy him
and his plan for revenge on his club's biggest
threat.But he's craved her almost as long as his
retaliation, and nothing will stop him from getting
everything he's always wanted.Not even the man
he fears she really loves.She doesn't trust
him.Ryker Evans, a.k.a. Gunner, has the ability to
change that with his kind words and soft
touches.But she decided when she sacrificed
herself to save another that she would never give
someone the power to break her again and that
kindness comes at a price.A price she is no longer
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willing to pay.In a world filled with lies and secrets
where freedom is fleeting, can they learn to love
each other enough to survive?Or will the cost of
revenge be too high?This is the first book in the
Sinners MC series. Can be read as a standalone.
The beloved author of The Hundred-Year-Old Man
Who Climbed Out of the Window and Disappeared
returns with an enchanting adventure that
skewers the greed and hypocrisy that dominates
our time and holds lessons about what’s truly
important in life. Meet Ole Mbatian Jr., a Maasai
warrior; Kevin, his sort-of-son; Agneta, a wronged
and penniless ex-wife; and Johan, an
unscrupulous Stockholm ad-man whose company
specializes in revenge services. As Agneta and
Kevin seek revenge against the gallery owner who
has wronged them, this madcap, funny and
philosophical novel takes off on a madcap journey
that spans five continents and whirls around a
colorful cast of characters, including a goat called
Molly and the Pope. As he’s done in his previous
novels, Jonas Jonasson acts as a travel guide
through time, drops in a few lessons on
colonialism and art history, and pokes fun at
capitalism and the artworld, with plenty of laughs
along the way. Translated from the Swedish by
Rachel Willson-Broyles
Spells to empower the modern woman to exact
revenge and take charge For the modern woman
who wants to unleash her inner bitch, this magical
book offers simple spells and incantations to
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exact revenge on anyone who deserves it--an evil
ex, a coworker who stole her thunder, the stylist
who ignored what 'just a trim' means, the rude
idiot who won't stop talking through the
movie--the list sadly never ends. This enchanting
collection emboldens women to use their own
power to take matters into their own hands, with
sassy spells for home, work, love, and more. A
driver cut you off? There's a spell for that.
Someone on the subway stepped on your shoe
and didn't apologize? Just recite an incantation!
Boss won't approve your vacation days? Cast a
hex! The bitchy witch can also get her friends in
on it with included group-cast spells. Complete
with 2-color illustrations and inspirational bitchy
quotes, Bitchcraft is a cheeky twist on witchcraft
for the modern woman.
"My Sweet Girl pushes the boundaries of what a
thriller can do."--The Washington Post "Fiendish
[and] full of twists.... Sri Lankan author Amanda
Jayatissa keeps us guessing and worrying until the
very end." --The New York Times "A thriller
centered on the meaning of identity and all the
layers it can have."--NPR A Most Anticipated
Novel of Fall 2021 by Entertainment Weekly, NPR,
New York Post, The Boston Globe, Fortune,
Buzzfeed, Goodreads, Shondaland, PopSugar,
Bustle, Betches, Lit Hub, Crime Reads, BookRiot,
Crime by the Book, The Nerd Daily, The Every
Girl, and more! Paloma thought her perfect life
would begin once she was adopted and made it to
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America, but she's about to find out that no
matter how far you run, your past always catches
up to you... Ever since she was adopted from a Sri
Lankan orphanage, Paloma has had the best of
everything--schools, money, and parents so
perfect that she fears she'll never live up to them.
Now at thirty years old and recently cut off from
her parents' funds, she decides to sublet the
second bedroom of her overpriced San Francisco
apartment to Arun, who recently moved from
India. Paloma has to admit, it feels good helping
someone find their way in America--that is until
Arun discovers Paloma's darkest secret, one that
could jeopardize her own fragile place in this
country. Before Paloma can pay Arun off, she
finds him face down in a pool of blood. She flees
the apartment but by the time the police arrive,
there's no body--and no evidence that Arun ever
even existed in the first place. Paloma is terrified
this is all somehow tangled up in the desperate
actions she took to escape Sri Lanka so many
years ago. Did Paloma's secret die with Arun or is
she now in greater danger than ever before?
My Sweet Girl
Strictly Between Us
Sellout
Sweet Sweet Revenge LTD

If I get to meet my twin boys, I’ll be the luckiest
woman alive once again! Okay, here’s the thing – I
NEVER give up. So, when Ted decides to dump me,
I decide to pick up the pieces of my life together.
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Yeah baby…I am gonna take revenge, For the sake
of my little boys. They say you always get what you
are destined to get. Well, I’ve found my perfect man,
And he is determined to help me find my little boys.
Revenge does taste better when it’s cold. Boys,
momma’s coming. I love you.
In order to take down Stanford Reddington, a
monster protected by power and money, Jamie
Kendrick must team up with Last Chance Rescue
operative Dylan Savage, with whom she had an
affair that ended badly several months earlier.
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen has a dress to fit
into and a date with her sister, Andrea, at Lake
Eden's new health club, Heavenly Bodies. Dragging
herself out of bed on a frigid Minnesota morning for
exercise, of all things, is bad enough. Discovering
the body of man-eating bombshell Ronni Ward
floating in the gym's jacuzzi? Okay, that's worse. Nor
does it help that there's a plate of The Cookie Jar's
very own cream puffs garnishing the murder scene.
Trying to narrow the list of Ronni's enemies down to
fewer than half the town's female population,
Hannah has her plate full. Trouble is, when it comes
to cookies--and to murder--there's always room for
one more. . . "Foodie fans will eat up Fluke's cozy. . .
A fluffy mix of sweets and suspense." --Publishers
Weekly "Entertaining and sprinkled with tempting
recipes. It's a sweet treat of a novel." --The Star
Tribune (Minneapolis, MN) "A tasty treat." --Kirkus
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Reviews
“You can’t bottle wish fulfillment, but Nora Roberts
certainly knows how to put it on the page.”—The New
York Times At twenty-five, Princess Adrianne lives a
life most people would envy. Beautiful and elegant,
she spends her days dabbling in charities and her
nights floating from one glamorous gala to the next.
But her pampered-rich-girl pose is a ruse, a carefully
calculated effort to hide a dangerous truth. For ten
years Adrianne has lived for revenge. As a child, she
could only watch the cruelty hidden behind the
facade of her parents’ fairy-tale marriage. Now she
has the perfect plan to make her famous father pay.
She will take possession of the one thing he values
above all others—The Sun and the Moon, a fabled
necklace beyond price. Yet just as she is poised to
take her vengeance, she meets a man who seems to
divine her every secret. Clever, charming, and
enigmatic, Philip Chamberlain has his own private
reasons for getting close to Princess Adrianne. And
only when it’s too late will she see the hidden
danger . . . as she finds herself up against two
formidable men—one with the knowledge to take her
freedom, the other with the power to take her life.
Praise for Sweet Revenge “Move over, Sidney
Sheldon: the world has a new master of romantic
suspense, and her name is Nora Roberts.”—Rex
Reed “Her stories have fueled the dreams of twentyfive million readers.”—Entertainment Weekly
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Sweet Revenge (2-Book Bundle: Sweet the Sin and
Darker the Release)
Mills & Boon Comics
Passive-Aggressive Desserts for Your Exes &
Enemies
Her Sweetest Revenge
What would you do if you were medically
unable to gain weight? Eat chocolate and
solve murders, of course . . . When a car
accident leads to extensive plastic surgery
and an inability to gain weight, Cocoa Narel
finds herself transformed from an ugly
duckling into a beautiful swan. No longer
forced to temper her love for chocolate,
Cocoa plans to open a candy store and
begins to enjoy the sweet life along with her
quirky rescue cat. But when her high school
bullies start being murdered one by one,
Cocoa becomes the prime suspect. Can she
clear her name, or does the true culprit have
a few Twix up their sleeve? Cozy mystery Book 1 in the Cocoa Narel Chocolate Shop
Mysteries by USA Today Bestselling author,
Morgana Best.
My Sweet RevengeThe deliciously fun and
totally irresistible story of one woman’s
quest to get evenPenguin UK
Nancy and her pals have come to the rustic
Oakwood Inn to indulge in a chocolate
festival fantasy. Add a dash of Brock Sawyer,
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celebrity taster and one of TV’s hottest
stars, and you have the makings of a perfect
weekend. But the sweet dream turns sour
when Brock is rushed to the
hospital—poisoned! So Nancy gets to work
to find out who would want Brock dead.
Matt Dean was born to fight and kill. A
member of a secret black-ops military unit,
he and his brothers were genetically
engineered by the government to be the
perfect soldiers with an expiration date.
Now, with time running out, he's gone rogue
in a relentless quest for the one person who
can save them. His mission leads him to
Charmed, Idaho and to a beautiful woman
with eyes like emeralds and a body made for
pleasure. Laney Jacobs knows the
mysterious, handsome stranger is trouble
from the moment he walks into her bar,
looking for a job. She's spent years running
from her own past-the last thing she needs
is a romantic entanglement. But Matt's
strong arms offer her protection and his
gentle touch promises passion unlike
anything she's ever known. As lethal forces
surround them, revealing explosive secrets
about Matt's past and putting everythingand everyone-he holds dear in danger, can
he save them all before time runs out?
Sweet Revenge
Retaliation
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Hannah Montana #11: Sweet Revenge
A Novel
An unexpected romance is kindled in
Victorian London when Eva Warrick and two
other members of Nemesis, Unlimited enlist
the help of escaped convict Jack Dalton to
find nobleman Lord Rockley--the very
person who killed Jack's sister and whom
Jack escaped prison to enact revenge upon.
First in a new series. Original.
"From celebrated music writer Dan Ozzi
comes a comprehensive chronicle of the
punk music scene's evolution from the
early nineties to the mid-aughts,
following eleven bands as they dissolved,
"sold out," and rose to surprise stardom.
From its inception, punk music has been
identified by two factors: its proximity
to "authenticity," and its reliance on an
antiestablishment ethos. Yet, in the midto late '90s, major record labels sought
to capitalize on punk's rebellious
undertones, leading to a schism in the
scene: to accept the cash flow of the
majors, or stick to indie cred?Sellout
chronicles the evolution of the punk scene
during this era, focusing on prominent
bands as they experienced the last "gold
rush" of the music industry. Within it,
music writer Dan Ozzi follows the rise of
successful bands like Green Day and Jimmy
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Eat World, as well as the implosion of
groups like Jawbreaker and At the DriveIn, who buckled under the pressure of
their striving labels. Featuring original
interviews and personal stories from
members of eleven of modern punk's most
(in)famous bands, Sellout is the history
of the evolution of the music industry,
and a punk rock lover's guide to the
chaotic darlings of the post-grunge era.
"-For this definitive biography, acclaimed
journalist and bestselling author Tom
Bower was granted unprecedented access to
Simon Cowell and those around him—and the
result is a fascinating multilayered
portrait of one of the world’s most
intriguing television personalities ever
to dominate the music industry. Simon
Cowell has made an international name for
himself as the no-holds-barred judge on
the television phenomenon American Idol.
He’s been called mean, arrogant, brash,
and unapologetic, but his stinging barbs
and smug personality have also earned him
cheers from fans, as well as millions of
dollars, a string of exotic beauties, and
industry clout to develop his own
projects. But Cowell’s true reward is
revenge. Sweet Revenge is the ultimate
insider’s account of Simon Cowell’s rise
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to fame—even as others plotted his
downfall—from his cheeky exploits as a
British school lad to his failures as a
frustrated young music exec in London to
his explosive rivalry with Simon Fuller
over the genesis of the Idol franchise to
the PR disaster that nearly sunk his
wildly successful show The X Factor.
Conducting more than 150 interviews with
industry power players, Cowell’s inner
circle, and Cowell himself on a private
jet, chartered yacht, at his L.A. home,
and on the studio lot, Tom Bower pulls
back the curtain on a man who is at once
insecure, ambitious, easily bored, vain,
needy, and driven, a man who will go to
any limit to secure his success. Cowell is
also revealed as a loyal friend and loving
son. His father, to whom Cowell was
particularly close, became his most
trusted adviser and mentor. Packed with
juicy details, exclusive interviews, and
never-before-revealed facts, Sweet Revenge
presents a complete picture of Simon
Cowell that few have ever seen.
“Awesome book.” —Mary Monroe, New York
Times bestselling author The first in an
exciting series! For seventeen-year-old
Mya Bedford, life in a Detroit project is
hard enough, but when her mother develops
a drug habit, Mya has to take on raising
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her younger siblings. Too bad the only man
who can teach her how to survive—her
dad—is behind bars. For life. All he can
tell her is that she’ll have to navigate
the mean streets on her own terms. Mya’s
not sure what that means—until her mother
is seriously beaten by a notorious gang.
Then it all becomes deadly clear. Vowing
revenge, Mya uses her feminine charm to
begin a slew of successful robberies
against the guilty crew. But the path
she’s chosen gets complicated by a risky
secret, a risky romance—and a scheme she
might not come out of alive . . .
The deliciously fun and totally
irresistible story of one woman’s quest to
get even
My Sweet Orange Tree
Simple Spells for Everyday Annoyances &
Sweet Revenge
For those who love Faking Friends and My
Sweet Revenge by Jane Fallon
Number One bestseller Jane Green - author
of Life Swap and Mr Maybe - explores ugly
ducklings, swans and the meaning of true
love with brilliant humour and honesty.
Jemima Jones is overweight. About seven
stone overweight. Treated like a slave by
her thin and bitchy flatmates, lorded over
at the Kilburn Herald by the beautiful
Geraldine (less talented, but better
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paid), her only consolation is food. What
with that and her passion for her
charming, sexy colleague Ben, she knows
her life needs changing. But can Jemima
reinvent herself? And should she?
'Compulsively readable. The ultimate
makeover novel' Sunday Times 'The kind of
novel you'll gobble up in a single
sitting' Cosmopolitan 'Green writes with
acerbic wit about the law of the dating
jungle' Sunday Express
From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author who’s “highly imaginative and
always entertaining . . . a worthy chapter
to this increasingly popular series”
(Booklist). There are some things that a
group of gracious ladies just can’t
overlook—and doing one of their friends
dirty is at the top of the list. That’s
the mission of the Sisterhood, seven women
who would do anything to help out one of
their clan, especially when it means
righting a wrong. And Isabelle Flanders
has definitely been done wrong. Her former
colleague, the conniving Rosemary, did
everything in her power to ruin Isabelle,
from framing her for a terrible drunk
driving accident to stealing her husband
and her architecture firm. Now, Isabelle’s
formerly lovely life is in tatters while
Rosemary scoops up the spoils. It’s enough
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to make any friend’s blood boil. Rosemary
may think she’s flying high, but she’s
about to tangle with the Sisterhood. And
when the Sisterhood is on the case,
revenge is swift, delicious, and oh-sosweet . . . Series praise “Spunky women
who fight for truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final
Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors
“Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge
that’s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on
Hokus Pokus
The New York Times bestselling author of
Dark Torte and Double Shot delivers
another knockout novel featuring Colorado
caterer Goldy Schulz. Goldy Schulz is
thrilled to be catering a holiday
breakfast feast for the staff of the Aspen
Meadow Library. But her merriment goes
cold when she spots a woman lurking in the
stacks—a woman with a striking resemblance
to Sandee Brisbane. The Sandee Brisbane
who shot and killed Goldy’s ex-husband,
the Jerk. It sure looks like her, but it
can’t be because Sandee is dead. Or so
everyone believes. But the holiday madness
is only just beginning. Soon the body of
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Jed Borholtz, a former district attorney
turned high-end map dealer, is found in a
corner of the library—with a map worth
thousands of dollars hidden in his
clothing. Goldy is convinced the allegedly
dead Sandee Brisbane is involved. Now all
she has to do is prove it—if she can stay
alive that is. . . .
The owner of the Spur Ranch, Eden Rossiter
is struggling to cope with Duke DePard,
the ruthless owner of a nearby spread who
is trying to squeeze her out, and her
gambler brother Vince, until she joins
forces with Kincade, a former Texas rodeo
rider
The Sweet Revenge of Celia Door
Happy Valentine's Day
Revenge Is Sweet, A Kali Sweet Urban
Fantasy Story, Book 1 {Kali Sweet Urban
Fantasy Series}
SWEET REVENGE
Sweet Revenge by Nina Bruhns released on Jun
24, 2002 is available now for purchase.
Rumours, secrets and lies. It's all in a day's work.
Tamsin and her best friend Michelle have been
inseparable since they were teenagers. Even now
they spend all their time together, along with
Patrick, Michelle's handsome husband. So when
Tamsin hears a rumour that Patrick is having an
affair, she is furious. Unwilling to ignore it,
Tamsin plots a scheme to catch Patrick in the
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act, using her assistant Bea as live-bait. It should
be fool proof. After all, Tamsin can trust Bea with
anything. From her daily coffee order to fetching
her dry-cleaning, writing reports and doing all
the filing - Bea does everything with a smile on
her face. Except Tamsin never considered Bea
might have her own agenda. And if she does, then
Tamsin really needs to watch her back . . . Praise
for Strictly Between Us 'I raced through this
beautifully written, thoughtful and exciting story,
alternately cringing and cheering as things veer
further off-piste after nail-biting moments I defy
anyone to predict. I didn't like it, I loved it' Daily
Mail 'A smart, edgy and cautionary tale of
friendship and fidelity' Sunday Mirror 'A
deliciously edgy read full of double-dealings and
divided loyalties' Good Housekeeping 'A fastmoving, clever and genuinely funny story filled
with twists and turns' Closer 'Sassy, sharply
observed' Woman & Home 'Fallon's
characterisation is always spot-on and this book
is no different, with well-drawn out characters
and a tight plot that barrels along towards a
brilliant climax' Press Association 'Sparkling and
unpredictable' Elle 'Chick lit with an edge'
Guardian 'A hilarious read' Bella 'Absorbing,
entertaining and spiky tale full of twists, turns
and ruthless double crossing' Daily Express 'A
clever book that makes you laugh, makes you
angry - and makes you wonder whose side you
would take if it happened to you . . .' Woman 'I
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love Fallon, she's in a category all of her own her books are great fun and her characters are
fabulous, believable women who take no
nonsense. The plot is so juicy: it's about trapping
a cheating man and it's told from the points of
view of two women who were friends, but one of
them has developed an agenda all of her own. It's
fun, clever, warm and utterly un-putdownable'
Marian Keyes, Daily Mail 'A fast-moving, clever
and genuinely funny story filled with twists and
turns' Closer 'Queen of chick lit Jane Fallon
brings us another gripping novel of friendship,
deceit and drama. She is at her edgy and
entertaining best - definitely one to be passed
around your girl squad!' OK Magazine
An erotic suspense thriller. A story told by
Evangelize Taylor; Eva. Eva reveals her sweetest
revenge story in its finest of detail. Eva is a
stunning witty red head in her mid-twenties,
single, and she's determined to find love on her
most despised holiday. Irony makes its presence
known, as Eva meets Master Kyle Cohan on
Valentine's Day. How cliche'? Kyle Cohan seduces
Eva, as he desires to trap her inside of his world
of pure madness and illusion; Using his slick
silver tongue, his charismatic Casanova flare, and
his undeniable sex appeal. With Kyle Cohan's
irresistible seduction, Eva finds herself in a
serious situation. Kyle seems to have one
controlling demand. Eva is to become his and
only his. However with Eva's sister Amie's help;
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Eva's led to Officer Rowski with his cowboy
twang, and to the tall dark and handsome Dr.
Bret. Eva has her choice of gorgeous powerful
men, but with Kyle's insane obsession. Can Eva
escape him? A love triangle. Eva's emotionally
charged story will leave the mature reader at the
edge of their seat. An arousing passionate story
filled with secrets, sex, drugs, money, love and
lust; with seduction and lies, but who's to trust?
When Valentine's Day becomes but a bloody war
of hearts; while love demands over lust, and lust
never wins. Love is always sweeter, but nothing's
as sweet as 'EVA'S SWEET REVENGE'!
To think that I’ll see the Count, my lifesaver,
again in this way…! Toni accidentally reunites
with her old friend, Paul, when she loses her job
in Portugal. Paul begs Toni to replace his fiancée
and takes her to his grandmother's house, which
is the castle of the Count’s family. It seems that
Toni has been involved in a big parody play.
Knowing the castle’s owner, Count Raul, makes
her even more perplexed. The man who helps her
when she almost has an accident is a count, but
he thinks of Toni as a villain who is after the
family’s property, and he sees her with hatred
now!
Cozy Mystery
The Major Label Feeding Frenzy That Swept
Punk, Emo, and Hardcore (1994-2007)
The Intimate Life of Simon Cowell
Love's Sweet Revenge
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"The good is always outweighed by the bad as tragedy stays
one step ahead in this part three series. Mya's prayers are
answered when her father is released from prison. But their
bonds are tested as life--and its reality--takes Rochelle and
Mya to an unfamiliar place. Will love conquer all as death
remains the common denominator? Or will this be the final
revenge that breaks all ties that bind?"--Page 4 of cover of
original printing.
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